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Teknion continues to expand the Zones furniture collection. The focus of the inaugural 2016 Zones launch was on prescribed enclosures. For NeoCon 2017, the focus was lounge furniture, lounge screens, casual tables, cards and lighting – pieces to allow users to creatively assemble custom settings.

The latest Zones products are designed to further promote the Zones concept of informal productivity, humanity and happiness in the workplace. September products support Workshop, or open-plan collaboration applications, through the launch of new 72-inch-high (183 cm) Screens, Storage, Accessories, Ledge Table, Laptop Trolley and Toolkits. The integration of Zones products within the upStage and District product lines is supported through the launch of Curved Screens and worksurfaces with Canteen legs.

**Workshop Applications**

New Screens, Laptop Table, Trolley, Ledge Table, Storage and Accessories support open-plan collaboration for different postures and worksurface heights (lounge to bar), various levels of formality and mobility.

**screens**

Freestanding 72-inch-high Workshop Screens, and Semi-Suspended Screens in heights of 55 and 72 inches (140 and 183 cm), divide space and create privacy.

**laptop table**

The Laptop Table provides flexibility and mobility for users who need to get work done in a casual environment.

**trolley**

The Trolley offers hospitality utility while seamlessly integrating with Zones’ aesthetic and design criteria.

**ledge table**

Ledge Tables are intentionally scaled to fit in numerous planning scenarios and to promote close interaction at bar height. They can be easily reconfigured to suit various functions.

**storage and accessories**

Three types of storage units are available – Media, Service and Compact. Storage units are ideal for Workshop settings to support media and catering needs, and are also suited to conference rooms.

**Workstation Integration**

The design intent is to incorporate the Zones aesthetic with systems products, adding a sprinkling of Zones pieces in a casual way. New elements include Wood or Fabric Straight Desk-Edge Screens, Wood or Fabric Curved Desk-Edge Screens, Systems Canteen Table, Semi-Suspended Worksurface for application with upStage, and a Semi-Suspended Worksurface for use with District.

**International Electrics**

An international electrics program has been added to Zones to support needs in Central and South America and the Caribbean. It includes accommodations for the Runner, Worksurface and Seating.
Tangent is the latest addition to Teknion’s growing workplace lighting portfolio. Tangent is available in two variations – Task and Undercabinet LED lighting.

**Tangent task light**
Named after its signature base shape and swivel stem, Tangent Task lets the user decide how they want to orient the light, maximizing their personal lighting experience. Finished in Very White, the freestanding Tangent Task light offers the following features:

- Passive Infrared Occupancy Sensor (PIR)
- USB charging
- Step dimming
- Color temperature of 3500K
- 80+ CRI (color rendering index)
- 50,000-hour lifespan
- UL / c-UL Certified

**Tangent undercabinet light**
The Tangent Undercabinet light is available in 24-, 36- and 48-inch (61, 92 and 122 cm) widths. Mounting hardware for both metal and wood cabinets is included. Finished in Clear Anodized, other undercabinet model features include:

- Passive Infrared Occupancy Sensor (PIR) with on/off override (optional)
- Step dimming
- Color temperature of 3500K
- 80+ CRI (color rendering index)
- UL / c-UL Certified

**Teknion Community Table**
The Community Table is now available in a new 36-inch (92 cm) counter height in addition to the 42-inch (107 cm) height. Flintwood has been introduced as a finish option. Another new option is the TV Lift, which provides convenient access to technology while collaborating, and is hidden within the table when not in use.

Teknion Community Table list pricing has been reduced by an average of 11 percent.
nuova contessa

Nuova Contessa is a redesigned and enhanced version of Teknion’s popular Contessa synchro-tilt task chair. It honors the beautiful signature sweeping line of Contessa’s structural frame, while offering significantly upgraded seating functions and increased strength. The chair has been redesigned to meet current demands for uncompromised seating comfort for diverse body types.

Basalt (grey) and Iron (black) mesh options are available for preliminary release effective October 23, 2017. Look for the full offering to be unveiled January 2018. For more information, contact your Teknion sales representative.